In this paper, we are interested in linearization techniques for exact resolution of the Unconstrained Quadratic (0-1) Problem. Our purpose is to propose "economical" linear formulations. We first extend the current techniques in a general linearization framework containing many other schemes and propose a new linear formulation. Numerical results comparing classical, Glover's and the new linearization are reported.
Introduction
The Quadratic 0-1 problem (QP) is considered as one of the most challenging NP-hard [11] combinatorial optimization problem.
(QP) Min < c, x > +x Qx s-t: x ∈ {0, 1} n where c ∈ R n and Q = (q ij ) (1≤i,j≤n) is an n × n upper triangular matrix. Poljak and Tuza [19] , Phillips and Rosen [17] , among others, describe various applications in physics or telecommunications. Since the problem is NP-hard, many heuristics have been developped (see Beasley [3] ). On the other hand, most of the exact methods are based on Branch-and-Bound schemes. The corresponding lower bounds can be roughly divided in four groups : Semidefinite Relaxations [18] [14] , Lagrangean Relaxations [1] , Posiform Methods [4] and Linearization Techniques for which significant theoretical advances in cutting plane identification and generation (see Marchand, Martin, Weismantel and Wolsey [15] , Sherali and Driscoll [23] among others) have been achieved.
Linearization techniques transform the initial unconstrained quadratic problem into a constrained 0/1 linear program. For instance, the most used and probably the most natural model is the so-called "classical linearization", due to Fortet [10] , where z ij variables replace each product term x i x j , yielding the following formulation
n (CL) feasible region convex hull is called the "Boolean Quadric Polytope" (QP n ). It has been fully investigated in many contributions (see Padberg [16] or Boros and Hammer [5] for examples). Besides these works, many other valid inequalities or facets for (QP n ) can be deduced from valid inequalities or facets of the so-called Boolean Cut Polytope (QP n ) (see Deza and Laurent [9] , De Simone [24] [25] ). Nevertheless, the number of variables (O(n 2 )) and the huge amount of constraints increase the problem size. As a consequence, despite that the corresponding linearization technique provides very good lower bounds, the whole method only allows to solve medium size problems (no more than 50 variables for full density matrices Q). Hence, as noted by Glover [12] , the expected gain derived from dealing with a linear function is nullified as the problem size increases. Finding some more "economical" models is therefore a condition for getting a tractable linearization approach.
In this spirit, improved linear formulations have been proposed for non-linear (quadratic or polynomial) problems. Analysing all these linearizations schemes shows many common points and a mathematical unicity which can be viewed as the foundation of other linearizations, other polytopes and maybe more tractable and simple programming code. The purposes of this paper is to propose a general linearization framework covering the existing linearization schemes and to present a new and original scheme. This paper is organised as follows. Classical and Glover's linearization are briefly presented in section 2. The general linearization framework is introduced in section 3. One of these models is studied in section 4. Some valid inequalities for this new model, corresponding to stage 2 of our linearization framework, are proposed in section 5. Numerical results are reported in section 6, and futur researches dealing with the general linearization framework are discussed in conclusion.
Classical and Glover's linearization
Studies on (QP n ) (see [16] , [5] ) have allowed to address a large number of cuts. The main result is a tightened formulation CL where inequalities (6) ( (7) or (8) ) and (9) , called triangular and cycle inequalities, are added to the formulation. These inequalities are facets of the Boolean Quadric Polytope. As noted above, Glover [12] gave a more economical formulation introduced in the following lemma. We denote respectively by
the positive (resp. the negative) part of the matrix Q.
Lemma 2.1 Let (GLL) be the following problem.
(GLL) Min
Proof Glover [12] The main advantage of this formulation is that it only adds a linear number of variables and constraints. Nevertheless, in the above form, the continuous relaxation of (GLL) leads to poor lower bounds (see [13] ). That's why some authors proposed sveral linearization schemes ( [6, 7, 8, 21 ] among others). Actually, all these schemes belong to the same general methodology that we are going to introduce.
A linearization framework
From the above observations, it can be seen that a linearization scheme may be interpreted as a polytope combination. Moreover, it can also be noticed that each polytope corresponds to some quadratic term in the objective function. For instance, the classical linearization introduces polytopes (QP
ing in turn to a matrix :
Therefore, a linearization of a quadratic objective function may be defined as an aggregation of sub-matrices. Each submatrix induces a new variable and therefore a new polytope whose correct description and links with other polytopes are necessary conditions for getting a good lower bound in the following framework 
Linearization Framework
Let (QP ) be the quadratic 0-1 problem
Generate the inequalities ( inequalities 1) describing the polytope associated to Q i . i.e the following sets
Generate the inequalities ( inequalities 2 ) linking the previous polytopes together. In other words, the inequalities involving several variables v i . Classical and Glover's linearization are some instances of this framework which contains several other schemes still unexplored in the current state-of-the-art. In practice, both sets of inequalities can be either found by some analytical process (lifting, etc...) or computed by some algorithm (lift-and-project [2] , etc...)
Solve the problem (P
(p,α,Q ) ) Min < c, x > + p i=1 α i v i s-t inequalities 1
Cliques-Edges linearization
Both the huge number of linearization models allowed by the general framework and the modest results obtained by line linearization (GLL) justify the curiosity to explore other schemes for better formulations. Given that stage 1 of the linearization framework consists in finding a convex hull, introducing a new formulation must take into account that such a polytope may be difficult to find. Therefore the study of particular matrices for which the associated polytope could be addressed is of interest.
A kind of matrices which are of interest for this study are matrices whose support graphs are cliques for which the edges are weighted by a constant q (i.e the matrices Q such that Q ij = q ∀ i = j). We first need the following basic definition.
Definition 4.1 We denote by G(V, E) the weighted support graph of the upper triangular matrix Q = (q ij ) (1 ≤ i, j ≤ n) where V = {1, 2, ..., n} and E = {(i, j)| 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n , q ij = 0}. Each edge of E is weighted by q ij .
Theorem 4.2 Let Y and QP
∆ n the following sets:
We denote by ∆ the clique of size m which is the support graph of the quadratic expression induced by Y .
We have QP
Based on the above results and the linearization framework, one can introduce a new linearization scheme. The basic idea of this new scheme is to first decompose the matrix Q into Q + and Q − , where q
In order to linearize Q − one can introduce, as in the classical linearization, variables z ij . The new scheme introduced here consists then in decomposing In the next section, we report 3 inequality families linking together some of the t ∆ i and some of the z ij .
Cliques-Edges Formulation
(CLEF ) Min n i=1 c i x i + n i=1 n j=(i+1) q − ij z ij + p i=1 M ∆ i t ∆ i s-t (x, z) ∈ Co{(x, z ij ) ∈ R n+1 | x ∈ {0, 1} n , z ij = x i x j , 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n} (x, t ∆ i ) ∈ QP ∆ i n , 1 ≤ i ≤ p x ∈ {0, 1}
Linking inequalities of Cliques-Edges Linearization
In this section, we address 3 lemmas defining some linking inequalities for the Cliques-Edges linearization scheme.
We first (lemma 5.1) extend the Boolean Quadric Polytope triangular inequalities, to facets of QP ∆ n . We denote here by ∆ a clique associated to a variable t ∆ of the (CLEF) linearization.
The underlying ideas of the next 2 lemmas ( 5.3 and 5.5) are based on the following observation. In (CLEF) linearization a set of cliques and edges cover the support graph and each associated polytopes are completely described. The support graph contains many other cliques and simple structures (like cycles) not described by the linearization variables. Hence, if these structures are covered by a variable combination, some valid inequalities describing the associated polytopes may be found. The associated separation problems are difficult (NP-hard). Therefore, in the cut generation processes, some heuristics have to be used.
Triangular cuts
Lemma 5.1 Let ∆ be a clique of the Cliques-Edges linearization and j ∈ ∆ (complementary of ∆ in V ). We denote by I = {i ∈ ∆ | q ij < 0} The following inequalities are valid
Proof Let ∆ be a clique of the cliques-edges linearization, from theorem 4.2 we have :
Let j ∈ ∆, mutiplying the above inequality by x j yields :
Given that variables z ij of the Cliques-Edges Formulation represent the product x i x j (when q ij < 0), we have i∈∆
Now, x j ≤ 1 implies that the following inequality is valid :
By multiplying the previous clique facet by 1 − x j , we can also conclude that the inequality
is valid 2
Clique cuts
In order to present the valid inequalities (clique cuts) in lemma 5.3, we first need a definition.
Definition 5.2 We denote by :
where ∆ 1 , ∆ 2 , ..., ∆ p are the cliques obtained by the edge-covering algorithm.
Notice that this definition will be also used in the lemma 5.5 of the next subsection.
Lemma 5.3 Let ∆ be a clique of Q support graph (G(V, E)) and R(∆) an edge-covering of ∆ by some cliques of the (CLEF) linearization (i.e. cliques ∆ i (1 ≤ i ≤ p) and edges (i, j) of Q − support graph) . The following inequalities are valid:
Proof According to theorem 4.2, introducing a variable v ∆ for the clique ∆ would lead to the following facets :
Given that R(∆) is a cover of ∆, we have :
Hence, the following inequalities are valid :
Cycle cuts
In order to define cycle cuts (lemma 5.5), we first need to find some valid inequalities of quadratic expressions associated to cycles. In the theorem be-low, we consider quadratic expressions whose support graphs are cycles whose edges are weighted by 1. More formally, we are interested in the set Z of integer points for which we try to describe the convex hull.
When the cycle size n is even, Co(Z) may be obtained by complementing variable of even index (i.e. substitution of x i by 1 −x i ), yielding a quadratic expression whose coefficients are equal to −1. Thanks to lemma ??, Co(Z) is then completely described by applying theorem ??. When n is odd, Co(Z) is more difficult to describe. We propose in the following theorem some valid inequalities of Co(Z).
Theorem 5.4 Let Z be the following set
where n is odd. The following inequalities are valid for Co(Z)
Proof Let us consider separately inequalities (i) and (ii) (i) Let λ ∈ {0, 1} n . To show that the inequality
is valid, it is sufficient to prove that it is satisfied by any point of Z. Thus, let (x, t) ∈ Z. As λ ∈ {0, 1} n , we have
Moreover, given that x is a binary vector, we also have
(ii).Let (x, t) ∈ Z. There are two cases.
and, second, that
n being odd, there are n(n−1) 2 odd indices between 1 and n − 1. thus, we
.
• x n = 1 As in the previous case, we have
Now, taking into account that n is odd, we know that there exists n(n−1) 2 even indices between 1 and n − 1. Thus, we have t ≥
is a valid inequality 2
Based on this theorem, we propose, in the following lemma, some valid inequalities for the (CLEF) linearization.
Lemma 5.5 Let C be an odd length cycle of the support graph G(V, E) and R(C) an edge-covering of C by some cliques of (CLEF) linearization (i.e. cliques ∆ i (1 ≤ i ≤ p) and edges (i, j) of Q − support graph) . The following inequality is valid
Proof By using theorem 5.4, the proof is similar to the one of lemma 5.5. 2
Numerical tests
We report numerical experiments on both classical linearization (CL) and Cliques-Edges linearization. Our aim is to evaluate the lower bounds and their behaviour in a commercial Branch-and-Bound scheme (CPLEX Mip).
For these experiments, all the data (i.e the entries of Q and c) have been randomly drawn in [-100,100]. Ten problem sizes (n = 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 80, 90 and 100) and five densities of Q (d = 20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, 100%) have been considered (since it is well known that linearization techniques get better performances for low density problems).
For each problem type, 10 instances have been generated. The experiments have been performed on a Sun Ultra-Sparc machine with the Ilog Concert/CPLEX technology. Table 1 and table 2 report, respectively, the performance of the (CLEF) linearization and the performance of the classical linearization. For each table, the first 2 columns give the number of variables and the density of the problem, the third one gives the number of additional variables induced by the linearization, the fourth one the lower bound obtained before generating the linking inequalities (step 2 of the general framework), while the next column indicates the lower bound taking into account these inequalities. The last 4 columns report the number of generated cuts, the time spent to compute the lower bound with the linking inequalities, the number of nodes in the branchand-bound and the whole CPU time for solving the problem.
From these experiments, it appears that the Cliques-Edges linearization yields better numerical results: it is faster, generates smaller Branch-and-Bound trees and allows to solve larger problems. However, it must be emphasized, that for the classical linearization, we limited ourselves to cliques of size 4 (constraint family (10)) and to cycles of size 5 (constraint family (11)). Actually, such limitations seem to be reasonable since, taking into account larger cycles or cliques either lead to a great number of constraints or to untractable separation problems.
Conclusion and further developments
Many linearization instances of the general framework using well studied structures may be addressed in order to provide more economical and more efficient linearization models. For instance, linearization schemes involving cycles, forests and trees could be investigated in order to improve (CLEF) results. Compared to other techniques for solving unconstrained 0-1 Quadratic programs, especially with Semidefinite Programming, Linearization Techniques appear as less efficient. Nevertheless, advances in commercial linear programming packages, in cut generation techniques, the possibility to apply the same process at each node of the Branch-and-Bound tree as well as the introduction of new linearization schemes allowed by the framework proposed in this paper, might make the linearization techniques more efficient for solving unconstrained 0-1 quadratic problems. 
